
Following are the minutes from our retreat Oct. 9-11, 2015 

Rose - working on Scrapbook, has identified all in pics. No pics for 6 classes? Checked who was camp helper 

during those time periods. All were during the afternoon on Saturday.  Need to verify instructions are clear for 

camp helpers and pre schedule. Lianne to work on those updates. 2 rounds to get more pics/rosters? 

 

Lianne to get copies of pics for Sheila to make trifold board advertising classes offered by December party. 

Board to go with scrapbooks.  Include ballot for classes to be offered in 2017 (new classes and re-offered). 

 

Frances - making record flowers. Need photo prior dec party. Party at lianne's 12/19 11am - 2pm. Working on 

jukebox today. Swap necklaces complete. Working on sign up sheets for silent auction. Still trying to get large 

Coke recycle bin.  

 

Marie R - Tenequa has docs, changed link to direct folks to our registration page. Wants to point out in 

confirmation that philanthropy project has changed for this year.  Kristie and Tori working on coming up with 

"hands on" philanthropy project for camp.  Dec email with class info includes blurb about philanthropy project. 

Working with Melissa to spread the word at face to face Service Unit meetings.  Need email blast the week 

before early bird deadline. Lianne to send emails from VLC to Marie R; send special reminder "you were so 

excited, we don't want you to miss out". 

 

Rebecca - will use the rope lights we already have this year and focus on solar lights. Rebecca has not 

purchased rechargeable batteries yet. Ranger - we need ladder and pole for curtains, set up tables in units, set 

up Misty at gate Friday (at dining hall after 10 am Saturday). 

 

Cheryl - working on instructor eval form updates. Is looking for ideas for themes for future events. If you have 

any suggested changes to any of the forms, send to Cheryl by end of October.  

 

Sheila - working with last 4 instructors that haven't registered yet. Sheila is making poster with bullet points for 

instructors for dining hall. Do's and don'ts for instructor - don't intrude on class before you and end your class 

at the end of the time period. Leave room the way you found it. Don't allow drop-ins.  

 

Marie W - we have 76 online + 5 instructor only, about 10-12 ahead of last year. 65 beds remaining. Of the 

current registrations, 23 are first timers. We are getting registrations in spurts. Invite a friend incentive? Extra 

ribbon? We have a couple classes that haven't made this year, may need to cancel (crochet daisies, girls life in 

50s, beginning crochet). Full classes - all massages, jams/jellies, some camp helpers. Almost full - horseback 

riding.  

 

Kim - opening ceremony - want everyone to participate (dance into "rock around the clock"). Schedule to be 

updated to include quiz show. Preferred movie is "Back to the Future". May bring 3 movies and show the one 

that gets most votes.  

 

Genny - next month will be buying supplies for unit hostess. 

 

Welcome to Rhiyana and our newest committee member Jeanenne - will be a greeter, on Cheryl's committee.  

 

Next meeting is webinar, 10/27/15. 


